Primer Approximation Multiplex PCR (PAMP) is a recently introduced experimental technique for detecting large-scale cancer genome lesions such as inversions and deletions from heterogeneous samples containing a mixture of cancer and normal cells. In this paper we give integer linear programming formulations for the problem of selecting sets of PAMP primers that minimize detection failure probability. We also show that PAMP primer selection for detection of anchored deletions cannot be approximated within a factor of 2 − ε, and give a 2-approximation algorithm for a special case of the problem. Experimental results show that our ILP formulations can be used to optimally solve medium size instances of the inversion detection problem, and that heuristics based on iteratively solving ILP formulations for a one-sided version of the problem give near-optimal solutions for anchored deletion detection with highly scalable runtime.
Introduction
As described by Liu and Carson, 1 PAMP requires the selection of a large number of multiplex PCR primers from the genomic region of interest. Exploiting the fact that the efficiency of PCR amplification falls off exponentially beyond a certain product length, PAMP primers are selected such that (1) no PCR amplification results in the absence of genomic lesions, and (2) with high probability, a genomic lesion brings one or more pairs of primers in the proximity of each other, resulting in PCR amplification. Multiplex PCR amplification products are then hybridized to a microarray to identify the pair(s) of primers that yield amplification. This gives an approximate location for the breakpoints of the genomic lesion; precise breakpoint coordinates can be determined by sequencing PCR products.
As in previous multiplex PCR primer set selection formulations, [2] [3] [4] PAMP primers must satisfy standard selection criteria such as hybridizing to a unique site in the genomic region of interest, having melting temperature in a pre-specified range, and lacking secondary structures such as hairpins. Candidate primers meeting these criteria can be found using robust software tools for primer selection, such as the Primer3 package. 5 Similar to some previous works on multiplex PCR primer set selection, 2, 4 PAMP also requires subsets of non-dimerizing primers. Indeed, as observed in Bashir et al., 6 even a single pair of dimerizing primers can lead to complete loss of amplification signal. However, unlike existing works on multiplex PCR primer set selection [2] [3] [4] which focus on minimizing the number of primers and/or multiplex PCR reactions needed to amplify a given set of discrete amplification targets, the objective in PAMP primer selection is to minimize the probability that an unknown genomic lesion fails to be detected by the assay. The only work we are aware on this novel problem is that of Bashir et al., 6 who proposed integer linear programming (ILP) formulations and simulated annealing algorithms for PAMP primer selection when the goal is to detect genomic deletions known to include a given anchor locus.
In this paper we show that the optimization objective used in the ILP formulation of Bashir et al. 6 is not equivalent to minimization of failure probability, and propose new ILP formulations capturing the later objective in PAMP primer selection for detection of genomic inversions (Section 2) and anchored deletions (Section 3). We also show that PAMP primer selection for detection of anchored deletions cannot be approximated within a factor of 2 − ε (Lemma 3.1), and give a 2-approximation algorithm for a special case of the problem (Lemma 3.2). Experimental results presented in Section 4 show that our ILP formulations can be used to optimally solve medium size instances of the inversion detection problem, and that heuristics based on iteratively solving ILP formulations for a one-sided version of the anchored deletion detection problem give near-optimal solutions with highly scalable runtime.
Inversion Detection
Throughout the paper, PCR amplification is assumed to occur if and only if there is at least one pair of primers hybridizing to opposite strands at two sites that are at most L bases apart and such that the primers' 3 ends face each other. This model assumes that PCR amplification success probability is a simple 1-0 step function of product length, with the transition from fully efficient amplification to no amplification taking place between product lengths L and L + 1. Our methods can be easily modified to handle arbitrary amplification success probability functions.
Let G be a genomic region indexed along the forward strand in 5 − 3 orientation. We seek a set of non-dimerizing multiplex PCR primers that does not yield PCR amplification when a specified interval [x min , x max ] of G contains no inversion, and, subject to this condition, minimizes the probability of not getting amplification when an inversion is present in the sample. In order to formalize the optimization objective, we assume a known probability distribution for the pairs of endpoints of inversions within [x min , x max ], i.e., we assume that, for every pair (l, r) of endpoints with x min ≤ l < r ≤ x max , we are given the (conditional) probability p l,r ≥ 0 of encountering an inversion with endpoints l and r, where xmin≤l<r≤xmax p l,r = 1. This probability distribution may be as simple as the uniform distribution (under which every pair of endpoints is equally likely), or can incorporate existing biological knowledge on the distribution of recombination hotspots and/or biases in inversion segment lengths.
In the pre-processing stages of the primer selection process, we collect a large number of candidate primers satisfying appropriate biochemical constraints on melting temperature, lack of hairpin secondary structures, etc. Each candidate primer must also hybridize to the reverse strand of the reference genome at a unique location within G (see Figure  1(a) ). Clearly, multiplex PCR with any subset of the candidate primers should not yield PCR amplification when the genomic sample contains no inversion within G.
Let P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } denote the set of candidate primers, and let x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x n be the positions of their 3 ends when hybridized to the reverse strand of G. Furthermore, let E denote the set of pairs of primers in P that form dimers. The PAMP primer selection problem for inversion detection (PAMP-INV) can then be formulated as follows:
Given: set P of candidate primers hybridizing at unique loci of the reverse strand of G, set E of dimerizing candidate primer pairs, maximum multiplexing degree N , and amplification length upper-bound L Find: a subset P of P such that (1) |P | ≤ N (2) P does not include any pair of primers in E, and (3) The probability that multiplex PCR using the primers of P fails to yield amplification, given that [x min , x max ] contains an inversion, is minimized. In other words, P minimizes
where f (P ; l, r) = 1 if P fails to yield a PCR product when the inversion with endpoints (l, r) is present in the sample, and f (P ; l, r) = 0 otherwise.
We next formulate PAMP-INV as an integer linear program (ILP). For convenience, we add to P "dummy" primers p 0 and p n+1 , assumed to uniquely hybridize to G at locations x 0 = x min − L and and x n+1 = x max + L, respectively. Dummy primers are assumed not to dimerize with each other or with other primers in P, and thus they can always be included in P . Without loss of generality we will assume that the location of all candidate primers is between x 0 and x n+1 , since primers that hybridize outside the interval
Consider an inversion with endpoints (l, r) and a set of non-dimerizing primers P ⊆ P with p 0 , p n+1 ∈ P . Let i = max{k : p k ∈ P , x k < l} and j = max{k : p k ∈ P , x k < r}. Note that if both endpoints of the inversion occur between two consecutive primers of P (i.e., i = j), then P fails to yield any amplification and the inversion remains undetected. When i < j, P still fails to yield any amplification if
On the other hand, when i < j and (l − 1 − x i ) + (r − x j ) ≤ L, the multiplex PCR reaction using the primers of P yields at least one amplification product given by p i and p j .
For every quadruple (i, i , j, j ) with x i < x i , x j < x j , x i ≤ x j , we let C i,i ,j,j = p l,r , where the sum is over all inversion endpoint pairs (l, r) such that
If (p i , p i ) and (p j , p j ) are pairs of consecutive primers of P , then C i,i ,j,j gives the cumulative probability that an inversion with endpoints l ∈ (x i , x i ] ∩ [x min , x max ] and r ∈ (x j , x j ] ∩ [x min , x max ] fails to yield any amplification product under multiplex PCR with the primers of P .
To express PAMP-INV as an ILP we use three types of 0/1 variables:
• e i , which are set to 1 if and only if p i ∈ P , • e i,i , which are set to 1 if and only if p i and p i are consecutive primers in P , and • e i,i ,j,j , which are set to 1 if and only if (p i , p i ) and (p j , p j ), are consecutive primers in P and i ≤ j.
Variables of last type allow expressing the total failure probability (1) as a sum of appropriate C i,i ,j,j 's. The complete PAMP-INV ILP is given below. Constraints (3) and (4) ensure that a variable e i,i ,j,j is set to 1 if and only if both e i,i and e j,j are set to 1. Similarly, constraints (5) ensure that a variable e i,j is set to 1 only if both e i and e j are set to 1. Variables e i,j which are set to 1 can be viewed as defining a path connecting p 0 to p n+1 via a subset of intermediate primers visited in left-to-right order, and this is captured in constraints (6) and (7). Constraint (8) can handle a limitation on the number of allowed primers (N ). Finally, constraint (9) is used to ensure that no pair of dimerizing candidate primers is added to the selected set P .
s.t. e i,i + e j,j ≥ 2e i,i ,j,j , i < i , j < j , and i ≤ j
e i,i ,j,j ≥ e i,i + e j,j − 1, i < i , j < j , and i ≤ j (4)
e i,i ,j,j ∈ {0, 1}, e i,j ∈ {0, 1}, e i ∈ {0, 1}
Anchored Deletion Detection
Bashir et al. 6 recently studied the PAMP primer selection problem for deletion detection, which we will refer to as PAMP-DEL. As in their work, we assume that the deletion spans a known genomic location, i.e., we consider detection of anchored deletions only. Let {p 1 , . . . , p m } and {q 1 , . . . , q n } be the two sets of forward and reverse candidate primers, indexed by increasing distance from the anchor. Given a set E of primer pairs that form dimers, the goal is to pick a set P of at most N f forward and at most N r reverse primers such that no two of the selected primers dimerize, and, subject to this constraint, the probability that the selected primers fail to produce a PCR product when the sample contains a deletion is minimized. The latter probability is computed assuming given PCR amplification threshold L and probability distribution for the pairs of endpoints of the deletion.
PAMP-DEL can be formulated as an ILP using an idea similar to that in previous section. For every quadruple (i, i , j, j ), i ≤ i , j ≤ j , let C i,i ,j,j denote the total probability that a deletion with ends between the hybridization sites of p i and p i , respectively q j and q j , does not result in PCR amplification when (p i , p i ) and (q j , q j ) are consecutive sets of forward, respectively reverse primers of P . Using 0/1 variables f i (r i ) to indicate when p i (respectively q i ) is selected in P , f i,j (r i,j ) to indicate that p i and p j (respectively q i and q j ) are consecutive primers in P , and e i,i ,j,j to indicate that both (p i , p i ) and (q j , q j ) are pairs of are consecutive primers in P , we obtain the following formulation:
... minimize
s.t. f i,i + r j,j ≥ 2e i,i ,j,j , i < i and j < j e i,i ,j,j ≥ f i,i + r j,j − 1, i < i and j < j
Bashir et al. 6 also introduced an one-sided version of PAMP-DEL, referred to as PAMP-1SDEL, in which one of the deletion endpoints is known in advance. For this version of the problem our ILP formulation can be simplified substantially. Let x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x n be the hybridization positions for the reverse candidate primers q 1 , . . . , q n . We introduce two dummy reverse primers that hybridize right after the location x 0 of the anchor, and at position x n+1 = x max + L, respectively (as usual, dummy primers are assumed not to dimerize). Denoting by C i,j the probability that a deletion whose right endpoint falls between x i and x j does not result in PCR amplification, and using 0/1 variables r i and r i,j as in the PAMP-DEL ILP, we obtain the following formulation for PAMP-1SDEL:
Discussion. The PAMP-DEL formulation in Bashir et al. 6 does not actually make explicit the underlying probabilistic distribution for the endpoints of the deletion. The ILP proposed by Bashir et al. for PAMP-DEL uses an objective similar to (11) with
which is measuring the so called "uncovered area." It is not difficult to see that minimizing uncovered area as proposed by Bashir et al. may not result in minimizing the probability of failure, even assuming a uniform probability distribution for the deletion endpoints as suggested by (12). An example is as follows. Consider a PAMP-DEL instance in which possible deletions have left endpoint in the interval (0, L] and right endpoint in the interval (2L, 3L], with each endpoint position equally likely. There are non-dimerizing forward primers at every position between 0 and L, and three reverse primers at positions 2L, 2.5L, and 3L, with the last two of these primers forming a dimer. The minimum failure probability is in this case zero, and is achieved by selecting all forward primers and the reverse primers at 2L and 3L. However, the minimum uncovered area is L/2, since one of the primers at 2.5L and 3L cannot be selected. The ILP proposed in Bashir et al. 6 may select all forward primers and the reverse primers at 2L and 2.5L, which has optimal uncovered area but fails to detect deletions with probability 1/2. Lemma 3.1. Assuming the UNIQUE GAMES conjecture, PAMP-1SDEL (and hence, PAMP-DEL) cannot be approximated to within a factor of 2 − ε for any constant ε > 0.
Sketch of Proof.
We reduce the vertex cover problem to PAMP-1SDEL. It is known 7 that, assuming that the UNIQUE GAMES conjecture holds, the vertex cover problem cannot be approximated to within a factor of 2 − ε for any constant ε > 0. Consider an instance Table 1 . Detection probability and ILP runtime for PAMP-INV instances with xmax − x min = 100Kb and L = 20Kb (averages over 5 random instances). 
of vertex cover with V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and {1, n} ∈ E. We define an instance of PAMP-1SDEL with reverse primers q 1 , . . . , q n at positions x i = iL, i = 1, . . . , n, where the pairs of dimerizing primers correspond to the edges of G. Further, assume that the position of the right endpoint of the deletion is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, nL]. Let V be a vertex cover of G containing k vertices. Then, V \ V is an independent set of G, and the set of primers {q i : i ∈ V \ V } is a feasible PAMP-1SDEL solution whose failure probability is k/n. Conversely, consider a solution P of PAMP-1SDEL with failure probability k/n. Under the uniform probability distribution, it follows that |P | = n − k. Clearly {i : q i ∈ P } is an independent set of G, and so {i : q i / ∈ P } is a vertex cover of size k of G.
On the positive side we have the following result, whose proof we omit due to space the limitation. 
Experimental Results
We used the Cplex 10.1 solver to solve ILP formulations given in Sections 2 and 3. All reported runtimes are for a Dell PowerEdge 6800 server with four 2.66GHz Intel Xeon dual-core processors (only one of which is used by Cplex). Table 1 gives the detection probability (one minus failure probability) and runtimes for the ILP from Section 2 for randomly generated PAMP-INV instances with x max − x min =100Kb, L=20Kb (which is representative of long-range PCR), number of candidate primers n between 20 and 30 (candidate primer density ρ = nL/(x max − x min + L) be- Table 2 . Comparison of PAMP-DEL ILP, ITERATED-1SDEL, and INCREMENTAL-1SDEL for instances with m = n = N f = Nr = 15, xmax − x min = 5Kb, and L = 2Kb (averages over 5 random instances for each dimerization rate between 0 and 20%). tween 3.33 and 5), maximum multiplexing degree N between 10 and 20, and primer dimerization rate between 0 and 20%. Both the hybridization locations for candidate primers and the pairs of candidate primers that dimerize were selected uniformly at random. In this experiment all inversions longer than 10Kb were assumed to be equally likely. The PAMP-INV ILP can usually be solved to optimality within a few hours, and the runtime is relatively robust to changes in dimerization rate, candidate primer density, and constraints on multiplexing degree. The detection probability varies from 75% to over 99% depending on instance parameters. Unfortunately the runtime for solving the PAMP-DEL ILP in Section 3 is impractical for all but very small problem instances. In contrast, the PAMP-1SDEL ILP can be solved efficiently for very large instances. Therefore, we considered a practical PAMP-DEL heuristic which relies on iteratively solving simpler PAMP-1SDEL instances, as follows. First, we solve a PAMP-1SDEL for one side -say, for reverse primers -assuming that the position of the other deletion endpoint is right next to the anchor. Then we solve a PAMP-1SDEL for selecting a set of forward primers from candidates that do not dimerize with the already selected reverse primers. The PAMP-1SDEL ILP in this second step is as in Section 3, however, coefficients C i,j in (11) represent the two-sided failure probability reflecting the fixed set of reverse primers. The process is repeated until there is no further decrease in failure probability.
The above iterative heuristic is referred to as ITERATED-1SDEL. One drawback of ITERATED-1SDEL is that it may result in unbalanced sets of primers for high dimerization rates. This happens since the first step will typically select the maximum possible number of reverse primers, and this may leave very few non-dimerizing forward primers. To avoid this drawback, we have also implemented a version of ITERATED-1SDEL, referred to as INCREMENTAL-1SDEL, which in the first iteration limits the number of selected reverse and forward primers to some proportional number of the given bounds N r and N f , for example, half of the given bounds, then increments these limits by a fixed factor in each of the subsequent iterations. Table 2 compares the detection probability and average number of forward and reverse primers selected using the PAMP-DEL ILP, ITERATED-1SDEL, and INCREMENTAL-1SDEL on a set of small randomly generated instances for which the PAMP-DEL ILP can be solved in practical runtime. The results show that both ITERATED-1SDEL and INCREMENTAL-1SDEL solutions are very close to optimal for low dimerization rates. For larger dimerization rates INCREMENTAL-1SDEL detection probability is still close to optimal, while ITERATED-1SDEL detection probability degrades substantially. As shown in Table 3 , the runtimes of INCREMENTAL-1SDEL remain practical for large random instances except for the largest instance with no dimerization rate.
Conclusions
In this paper we propose ILP formulations for selecting sets of PAMP primers with high probability of detecting genomic inversions and anchored deletions in cancer tumors. In ongoing work we are assessing the performance of our methods on real biological datasets 6 and exploring scalable heuristics and approximation algorithms for un-anchored deletion detection via PAMP.
